
“In the long history of humankind

(and animal kind, too) those who 

learned to collaborate and 

improvise most effectively have

prevailed.” Charles Darwin
Darwin‘s “On the Origin of Species“ 
has been voted the most influential 
academic book ever written.
The books of the shortlist contained the top 20 
academic books that have changed the world, as 
voted for by leading academic booksellers, librarians 
and publishers, has been revealed.

The Project:

• AHRC/BL collaboration
• Call launched by AHRC Feb 2014
• Project team:
• Samantha Rayner, Nick Canty
   & Rebecca Lyons (UCL)
• Simon Tanner & Marilyn Deegan (KCL)
• Michael Jubb as key consultant 

• Advisory Board Chair: Prof Kathryn
   Sutherland (Professor of Bibliography  
   & Textual Criticism, Oxford University)
• Strategy Board Chair: Anne Jarvis 
   (Cambridge University Librarian) 

• This project facilitates conversation 
   with and between all stakeholders in 
   the academic book:
 • Academics
 • Publishers
 • Learned Societies
 • Librarians
 • Booksellers
 • Policy-makers
   ... to interrogate and reflect current
   and emerging issues around the
   academic book and its contexts. 

So far, the Project Team has:

• attended over 30 events
• given over 20 talks 
• helped facilitate over 60 events and mini-projects 
• published 25 blog posts, with an article and
  collection of essays published this month 

Project activity has extended across several countries,
   including UK,  Japan, USA, Canada, Australia, Spain, Italy, Germany, Sudan, The Netherlands, and India.

Examples and Highlights: 

• University of Nottingham - SOFT Project Sprinting to the Open FuTure
• University of Lincoln - [im]Possible Constellations: Publishing in the digital age
• Katharine Reeve, Bath Spa Uni – Editors in Academic Publishing
• International Arthurian Society – Iconic Books
• Anthony Watkinson – The Academic Book in North America 
• Scottish Graduate School for the Arts and Humanities –Training Camp – Peer Review
• New University Presses – Conference, March 2015
• The Future of Academic Bookselling – Conference, April 2015

Project Team’s Recommendations 
• The OA landscape: We need a portal that allows for
   information about different OA publishers and initiatives 
   to be easily obtained, compared, and understood
• Provide training for academics at every career level:
   in copyright and IP; in OA; in how to peer review 
   effectively; in how to work with librarians and publishers 
   to create outputs that can be found easily, preserved 
   safely, and configured innovatively
• Build more cross-community projects, like AcBookWeek, 
   so that deeper understanding of the interdependencies
   between sectors can push progress forwards
• More discipline specific research: Each discipline has 
   different needs and uses for texts. Closer working with    
   Learned Societies needed
• Widening Accessibility to the Academic Book: Via further 
   investigation into the crossover book, a case study of the    
   Academic Book in the Global South, and looking at 
   accessibility for the visually impaired

Investigating the REF2014

• REF 2014 submissions provides a rich data set as a means of learning more about    
   the academic books created and deemed worthy of submission in the last REF
   cycle (2009-2014)
• Focus = Main Panel D for Arts and Humanities. Within this Panel the data can be 
   investigated by Unit of Assessment Subject Area and by Research Output Type. 
• Likely outcomes:
 • Allow an identification of who are the publishers of the book submissions  
 • Other possibilities:- author gender, book format/length etc, books per
    submitting institution, open access books 
 • Results may stimulate discourse 
 • Caveats abound...

... and has engaged with: 

• 22 publishers
• 12 libraries
• 40 academic institutions
• 3 bookselling chains
• 24 organisations and societies 
• Over 200 individual collaborators 

Publishers: >10 books submitted 

213  Oxford University Press
162  Cambridge University Press   
143  Palgrave  Macmillan                 
98    Manchester University Press   
74    Ashgate                   
70    Routledge               
52    Boydell & Brewer   
51    Yale University Press                 
40    Brill Academic Publishers       
27    Continuum International Pub.
27    Edinburgh University Press     
21    I B Tauris                 
21    Pickering & Chatto                    
20    Harvard University Press         
19    Bloomsbury Publishing            
16    Penguin                   
14    Allen Lane              
14    British Academy/OUP
14    Liverpool  University Press      
14    University of Wales Press         
12    University of Chicago Press    
11    Reaktion Books 

#AcBookWeek

• 9-16 November 2015
• A celebration of the diversity, 
   innovation and influence of 
   academic books
• Around 60 events
• Throughout the UK, including:
   London, Oxford, Cambridge,
   Edinburgh, Nottingham, 
   Sussex, Liverpool, Manchester, 
   Bangor, Cardiff, Sheffield,
   Dundee, Glasgow, Lincoln, Bristol, and Herfordshire

Some key themes emerging from #AcBookWeek:

• Where will the impetus for change come from?
• Confusion about OA models 
• What will value be defined as in an OA world?
• Concerns about “digital death” through lack of 
   adequate preservation 
• ECRs questioning shapes of outputs, like the PhD
• Need for technology to create a better reading 
   experience for academic texts
• Physical book is still needed alongside ebooks

Looking at Unit of Assessment 30: History 

• 1657 Books in the following output types
• Authored Books (1320)
• Edited Books (290) and
• Scholarly Editions (47)
• 295 unique Publishers found
• 10 most used Pub. (930 books or 56% )
• 258 Publishers (87%) had 5 or
 fewer books submitted  
• 171 Publishers (57%) had one book 
 submitted – mostly non-UK
• 761 books submitted (46%) were from
 a University Press (Outside the top 5
 these were mostly non-UK  publishers)

Brief reflections & directions from

Michael Jubb’s research for the Project:

• Neither publishers nor librarians nor aggre-
   gators/intermediaries are satisfied with
   current sales models
• There is considerable concern both from
   publishers and libraries about the com-
   plexities of the supply chain to end-users

• Books remain a critical   
   part of the scholarly
   infrastructure in ana-
   logue form; not yet 
   clear how to present 
   the broad range of 
   scholarly resources in  
   the humanities in an
   effective and user-
   friendly way, integra-
   ting ‘books’  into the 
   wider range of 
   resources and tools
• No crisis in Scholarly    
   Publishing!


